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 GEIGH GEO 
(NL 602 898)   Tidal   W facing
A deep slot, 50m high, with a main west facing wall 
(The Front Side) of clean grey gneiss with a series of 
ledges at barnacle level along its entire length. The 
opposite wall (The Back Side) drops vertically into the 
sea. Access to both walls is by abseil.

 The Front Side 
Abseil 30m from a small step in the cliff rim about 
two-thirds towards the sea to gain the low ledges. These 
can be traversed under most states of the tide towards 
the back of the geo. If the swell prevents access along 
the ledges then direct abseil at any point is possible. The 
routes are described from right to left and can be viewed 
from the other side of the geo.

It’s a Geigh Day   50m   VS 4c
T.Stephenson, N.Pamment, 13 May 2000
Start 5m left of the gully bordering the wall in the back 
of the geo, on an orange ledge. Climb a fairly continuous 
groove line trending slightly right. At its top, step left 
and climb diagonally left through a bulge to finish.

In the Beginning   55m   VS 4b
G.E.Little, K.Howett, 13 May 2000
Climbs a series of intermittent left-facing corners. Start 
from the left end of the orange ledge.
1. 45m 4b  Climb up into the first open book corner. 
Continue up the left wall into continuing corners above 
a steepening until a pull out right at the top gains a 
big ledge.
2. 10m 4a  Climb the vertical wall with an overhanging 
lip on the left to the top.

Feeling for Fish   50m   E2 5b *
K.Howett, G.E.Little, 13 May 2000
Climbs a line through the blanker sections of rock to 
the left of In the Beginning. To the left of the orange 
ledge is a black ledge sloping from the right down left 
into the sea. Start from its highest point. Climb directly 
up the black wall moving slightly right to gain a smaller 
ledge above. Follow this ledge left for 2m to gain a thin 
vertical flake in the wall above. From the top of the flake 
climb diagonally right through a slight scoop (bold) to 
gain big flakes. Move left slightly, then climb direct to 
under an isolated overlap. Pull through direct and follow 
a shallow left-facing corner to the top.

Cautious Caress   50m   E3 5b *
K.Howett, G.E.Little, 14 May 2000
Climbs the left-hand side of the blanker area of rock. 
Start near the base of the black sloping ledge. Climb 
an easy slim groove. At its top pull out onto the blank 
looking wall. Up this boldly to better holds, then up 
and left to a glacis which leads rightwards to a slight 
corner (just right of a conspicuous jutting roof). Climb 
this shallow corner and pull over the roof above direct 
into a slight left-facing groove to the top.

The Lingham   50m   HVS 5a
G.E.Little, K.Howett, 14 May 2000
Climbs a line bounding the left side of the smooth 
section of Cautious Caress. Start just left of the base of 
the black sloping ledge, just round an arete. Climb a 
disjointed groove, leading slightly left to bypass a roof. 
Up the wall leftwards onto a big ledge. Pull up into 
a huge open corner come recess. Exit up into a glacis 

LINGEIGH
This very small island lies off the north-west tip of 
Pabbay. It is open to the full force of the Atlantic 
storms and has never been permanently inhabited. 
There are no safe landings and even in relatively 
calm seas, access to or from the island can be diffi-
cult. The best landing is on the northern tip where 
several small geos allow some shelter, but only when 
the winds are from the south. There are no other 
landing sites. Almost the entire island is covered in a 
carpet of sea thrift, except for the summit and steep 
slopes to the south-east.

The climbing is centred on two geos. The biggest 
and most impressive is a deeply incised slot on 
the north-west coast (just a stone’s throw from 
the landing area) named Geigh Geo. The second 
(Linneaus Geo) lies in the south-east corner.

Camping: There is no guaranteed running water and 
the only flat area for camping is at the north end 
above the landing geo beside a slight stream course 
(unless you fancy a windy stay on the summit).

under a roof and follow this rightwards. Near its top, 
pull up to a small roof (the conspicuous jutting roof lies 
to the right). Climb a tiny corner above the roof leading 
to easy slabs.

The Yoni Way   50m   HVS 5a *
N.Pamment, T.Stephenson, 14 May 2000
Start up The Lingham to the big ledge. Climb up the 
huge open corner recess. Pull out left at its top. Climb 
left around a conspicuous huge finger of rock into a 
recess. Climb direct up the bulging wall above and then 
easier rocks to the top.

Taco Wall   50m   E2 5c *
T.Stephenson, N.Pamment, 14 May 2000
Climbs a parallel line up the wall left of The Yoni 
Way. From the barnacle ledges left of the base of the 
sloping black ledge, climb an easy groove leading to 
the extreme left end of the big ledge. Climb up an open 
corner-line until a big horizontal flake is reached (an 
easy orange quartz intrusion branches off here diagon-
ally leftwards). Place a runner high on the right above 
the flake, then step back down and climb the wall right 
of the quartz diagonally leftwards past a good boss and 
boldly upwards on improving holds.

Left of these routes the wall changes character. It dimin-
ishes in height a little and is split into four clean-cut 
open-book corners sitting above a smooth featureless 
slab.

Legs Wide Shut   30m   E3 6a **
K.Howett, G.E.Little, 14 May 2000
Climbs a line up the right side of the smoother section. 
Start on barnacle ledges directly below the right-hand 
corner. Climb up onto a small hanging ledge in the 
smooth slab. Gain jugs up and right and pull up and left-
wards to step into the hanging corner. Up this to small 
ledges. Follow the right-slanting crack to the capping 
roof. Pull out leftwards onto a jug and climb the bald 
slab above to easier ground.

Silk and Stubble   30m   E3 5c **
K.Howett, G.E.Little, 14 May 2000
In the centre of the smooth slab is a fine diagonal flake 
emanating from a raised, pointed, ledge. From the 
top of the flake climb the blank slab to better holds in 
steeper rock in a small corner. Step left to a big hold 
on the left arete and climb the slabby groove round 
the arete to its top. Make a move up to the roof, then 
hand-traverse the lip to better holds on the left to pull 
over. Take a knobbly crack through the next roof and 
more easily to the top.

The Eternal Wetness of Being   35m   E2 5b *
K.Howett, G.E.Little, 15 May 2000
Climbs the larger, left central corner. Start on good 
ledges just above the barnacles below the left-hand 
hanging corner. Climb up easily left to a ledge. Make 
awkward moves directly up the blank wall to pull onto 
the big ledge below the left-hand corner. Hand-traverse 

right onto another ledge below the central corner. Up 
the sustained corner to a roof. Pull over direct and 
follow a big flake rightwards up easy slabs. Pull over the 
final steepening.

Straight Story   30m   VS 4c *
G.E.Little, K.Howett, 14 May 2000
Climbs the left-bounding arete of the smooth section. 
Start as for Eternal Wetness of Being. Pull up left onto 
the ledge. Follow the edge keeping on the left side to 
gain a natural ramp-line leading diagonally right to 
finish.

Further leftwards towards the seaward end is an obvious 
featured slab bounded on the left by a corner and with 
a leaning headwall above.

End of the Affair   30m   S
G.E.Little, K.Howett, 15 May 2000
Climb the corner bounding the slab, then the slab itself 
to finish through the upper bulging wall via a slight 
groove on its left side.
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 LINNEAUS GEO 
(NL 605 894)   Non-tidal   S facing
This small geo at the south-east end of the island offers 
a sheltered alternative venue when the winds are from 
the west. The north facing side of the geo is very steep 
grass with nesting birds on ledges. The south facing wall 
is steep clean rock. Huge boulders sit at it base. The 
main features are a higher, overhanging wall on the left 
with a conspicuous corner in the upper half and a deep 
black chimney separating this wall from a shorter black 
wall which leads into the sea. 

Descent: Abseil down the central chimney. It is also 
useful to extend a spare rope from the abseil for belays 
above the Black Wall.

Routes are described left to right.

Caught Napping   40m   E4 6a *
K.Howett, G.E.Little, 15 May 2000
Climbs the left-hand wall into the hanging corner. 
Start below a central groove (to the right of a slabbier 
looking groove). Up the steep groove and step left into 
a short corner when it peters out. From the top of this 
exit out right onto a small overhung ledge and a deep 
slot. Awkward moves up this lead onto a good ledge. 
Climb up the wall and enter the perfect finger-crack in 
the corner above. Finish out left at the top.

Black Passage   30m   E1 5a
T.Stephenson, N.Pamment, 15 May 2000
Climbs the amazing chimney separating the two walls. 
Stuffed full of black disintegrating dolerite; bridging is 
best.

May Fly   30m   E3 5b *
T.Stephenson, K.Howett, G.E.Little, 15 May 2000
Climbs the centre of the black wall right of the chimney. 
Start off the highest of the boulders leaning against the 
wall. Up a left-trending flake and up into a slight recess 
on the left below bulging rock. Climb boldly right and 
up through the bulge on improving holds. Continue 
more easily to the top.

Clap the Phoca   30m   HVS 5a *
T.Stephenson, N.Pamment, 15 May 2000
Excellent sustained climbing up the right side of the 
black wall. Start off the furthest boulder leaning against 
the wall. Step rightwards onto the wall and up to a 
diddy ledge. Climb direct into an open corner. Direct 
to the top.

 THE PHOCA BOULDER 
In the base of the geo is an enormous boulder. The north 
and east faces offer clean rock and good solos at about 
S (10m).

 The Back Side 
The north facing wall of the geo. The western section is 
more broken and is split by a huge ledge at half-height 
which runs into the geo, narrowing to end at the top of 
a left-facing orange corner that emanates from shattered 
ledges about 10m above the sea. These ledges (speckled 
orange) continue leftwards to end in the centre of the 
geo. The main face lies above the speckled ledges and 
to the left. It is characterised by a right to left diagonal 
roof, a smaller one above it and a diagonal crack above 
that. Left of this the wall steepens with a big recess in 
the centre and a vertical crack left again.

Approach: Access to the routes is by abseil onto the 
orange speckled ledges.

Timely Withdrawal   30m   HVS 5a
K.Howett, G.E.Little, 15 May 2000
From the centre of the ledges, climb up steep rock to 
gain the left end of a sloping ledge. Pull onto the ledge 
which leads right to the base of an orange speckled 
groove. Up this (steep) to big ledges. Take the cracks in 
the upper wall to finish.

Grope Boy   30m   HVS 5a
N.Pamment, T.Stephenson, 14 May 2000
Start as for Timely Withdrawal. Climb up the wall to 
just below the sloping ledge. Follow a diagonal crack 
under an overlap leading left to a vertical broken crack 
which leads to the base of a steep right-facing flake-
corner. Follow this up and right, then a ramp out left to 
a recess. Pull out right from here up the bulging wall, 
then a zigzag flake to the top.

The Dark Side of the Prune   45m   E1 5b
G.E.Little, K.Howett, 14 May 2000
Start as for Timely Withdrawal up to the base of the 
flake-corner. A deep diagonal crack springs out left from 
here. Follow it (very steep) and the ramp beyond. Climb 
the wall to pull into another left diagonal crack above 
the bulge. Follow this (still steep) and the wall above 
rightwards to the top.

 Geigh Geo Headland 
The west end of The Back Side forms a prominent head-
land dropping vertically onto a huge wave washed rock 
platform.

Approach: The platform can be gained either by a 
scramble or a 30m abseil, 100m south of the point.
The next route climbs the arete of the headland.

The Edge of Time   30m   E1 5b
T.Stephenson, N.Pamment, 15 May 2000
Start immediately left of a square cave. Traverse the slab 
leftwards to gain the arete. Climb direct up this past a 
bulge to an airy finish.
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